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verfraz f4bc01c98b - Stephen Adragna says: February 2, 2022 at 12:31 pm. February 2, 2022 at
12:30 a.m. February 2, 2022 at 12:32 a.m. August 22, 2017 at 11:01 pm. August 22, 2017 at 11:02
pm. August 22, 2017 at 11:03 p.m. verfraz f4bc01c98b - Stephen Adragna says: February 2, 2022 at
12:31 pm. February 2, 2022 at 12:30 PM. February 2, 2022 at 12:32 pm. Throughout February 16 to
19 and February 23 to 26, the Moon will be in the sign of Pisces. This is a time for solitude, seclusion

from the outside world, to rest and recuperate. This means that you should not plan any major
actions for these days, it's better to give time to matters directly related to home and loved ones. In
fact, on these days On Monday and Tuesday you will succeed in everything that you put effort into,
including work and personal life. Wednesday and Thursday may bring some irritation Saturday and
Sunday, you can find an opportunity to rest, or at least relax with your family. Sunday is not a good

time to start a new business, it could be a mistake. On these days. On Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday you can safely plan any activities up to the major purchases, including major deals. On
these days you can safely On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday it is safe to plan any activities up to
the major purchases, including major deals. On these days, you can safely start whatever you have
in mind and not be afraid of interference from the outside. From Thursday to Saturday the stars will
provoke you to emotional outbursts, so try to avoid stressful situations and if you really can't, try to

find a way out of the situation. On these days you can bravely change the job, open an IE, apply for a
loan and start a business. From Thursday to Saturday the stars will provoke you to emotional
outbursts, so try to avoid stressful situations, if you really can not, try to find a way out of the

situation. On these days, you can safely change jobs, open a sole proprietorship, arrange loans and.
From Thursday to Saturday the stars will provoke you to emotional outbursts, so try to avoid

stressful situations, if it does not work out, try to find a way out of the situation. In these days you
can bravely change the job, open a business, apply for a loan and so on. If you are in love during this

period, you should not hide it from your loved one. On Thursday and Friday you should avoid
communicating with aggressive people who can not adequately assess the situation, as well as those

who have ties with the criminal world. You should not sign important documents and conduct
financial transactions. On Saturday, be especially attentive, as there may be minor troubles. On

Sunday try to control your emotions and don't give in to provocations of others. Aries Be careful on
Monday and Tuesday. On Wednesday, unexpected obstacles may arise. On Thursday and Friday, be
more careful when traveling and at the beginning of the work week. On the weekend, avoid active
entertainment. Taurus Avoid borrowing money in the first half of the week. There could be conflicts
with your boss on Friday. On Saturday, you could be more attentive on the roads. ARIES On Friday

and Saturday you are on a horse, and therefore can count on the goodwill of your boss and
colleagues. Friday is a good time to spend money on yourself and your loved ones. On Sunday you

could be more careful on the roads. Keep your emotions under control on Monday and Tuesday,
otherwise you won't have much trouble. You could get a very interesting offer on Wednesday. You

could spend a lot of money on Sunday. BRIGGS On Monday try to restrain your emotions in the
presence of your superiors. Do not argue with anyone. All your arguments will be completely

irrelevant. Tuesday. On this day you should not carry out large financial operations. The money that
you invest now or give for something will definitely bring you profit. On Wednesday you will have to

take responsibility for others. On Thursday, you will be able to realize your long-held dream.
However, don't rush things. Friday. On this day be attentive to your mood. The mood may depend on
various factors. Perhaps, you will be able to get additional funds, money, maybe a gift. On this day

you may be especially kind and considerate to those around you. You may find yourself in the center
of the holiday. On this day, try not to quarrel and not to have conflicts with those around you,

otherwise you won't be able to avoid trouble. The day will bring you many surprises, but you may not
immediately notice them Today your close ones could become the objects of envy, slander and,

possibly, of bad influence. Therefore, you should not allow yourself to act rashly. Watch your speech:
even the most innocent statements today could be misinterpreted. Do not give advice if you are not
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asked to do so. Don't argue with the decisions of others. Do not impose your opinion. You should be
pleased with your own actions and thoughts today. It's a good day for doing chores around the

house.
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